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Last year we saw our opportunity to serve the men of Rochester
in a way which our Men's department had not before attempted
—by placing: before them some extraordinary rallies in men's
suits.
So successful was this experiment and so well pleased were the
men who took advantage of our offerings that we are placing1
before them again this spring another large stock of superbly
tailored suits,
J
A large proportion of this clothing comes to us from the makers
of Sincerity Clothes, which have a nation wide reputation for
style and quality. The other suits we offer were made Up to our
own specifications from materials selected by us and fastiioned
by skilful tailors.
There are five distinct styles in this assortment, the several
models being shown in the illustration. They are made of allwool materials. There are blue serges, heather mixtures, gray
mixtures, oxfords, and very attractive patterns in black, blue,
green and brown with pencil stripes.

We can fit stout men as well as men of
size.
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A conservative three-button sack coat model, the kind of
auit that appeals to the average business men.

TheKenafordAnother conservatively cut model sligljtly more youthful
v
than the Portsmouth, three button, single breasted,
T h e HamptonA beautifully tailored three-button sack coat model of the
popular formfittingtype designed for the young men* **
The'Strand<
This smart looking suit his all around belt, plaited back,
long rolling collar, pointed lapels and slant pockets. It ii a two
button model.
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EASTER PEACE IN
SOLDIER CEMETERY

Rochester Can Co.
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SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR CO.

"As stroag as the Name
>
Implies"
You can have the best
by asking for "Iron
Horses"
Manufactared by ,
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Thete ate jtisfc two prices $ 4 2 8 5 «%twl $49.85.
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